Stone-layout reading for Anke Weber Smit, 4.1.2021
By Esther Veldhoen
Your stone-layout starts off with Yorkshire flint, a
stone that I discovered during the lockdown. It is
everywhere around here but I had never seen it
before.
It is extremely good for alignment and also used
for activating water. It activates energy that lies
dormant within us. I feel that it's giving you
stability.
In this rather whirling background energy at first
it was difficult to discern anything. It started of all
pain green and now it's this whirling in bits of
different colour swirling around. In this, the three
stones the bottom are giving you stability.
And the next stone up is Agate that is very very,
very similar to Rose Quartz so the two big stones
the bottom above the flint are very soothing.
The leaves on the side are here for colour of red
not so much for symbolism of letting go. Although
it also may be that.
The most interesting symbol was the key because
I haven't used this before, but I kept it because of
the symbolic value of keys.
So the key is right in the centre which means you must have found the key to unlock something
great. Above that are three pieces of Cyanite there which is very fast and entry for the throat for selfexpression, connecting to other dimensions and it feels to me like it's merging different dimensions
into one.
That is what's taking up so much energy: merging these different connections.
And then, the cross, I was actually looking for another piece of cyanite but then it became
labradorite. This is throwing a protective field around you.
And then five stars. That means you're a five star teacher. But are you reaching for the stars, or that
that is part of the dimension that your looks, there have been downward movement, since one star
at the top, and the stars are moving down and I think that stands for the other dimensions that
you're integrating.
And at the very top of the crystal pointing outward which signifies a lot of energies surging upwards
and out.
This was m little gift for today. Enjoy!
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